
KRAFTON partners with Bayes Esports, Expands its Official Game
Data Offering

Berlin, 27.10.2022 – Game Publisher KRAFTON, Inc. is partnering with Bayes Esports, the
world’s leading source for live esports data. The Goal is to expand the official data offering,
and streamline data access for the community of the widely popular game, PUBG:
BATTLEGROUNDS, also known as “PUBG”.

“We aim to support KRAFTON in laying the groundwork to streamline data access for its
global community and scale their official data offering both for esports and community use
cases. That will include enabling a broad variety of digital applications, including live and
historic game data access, statistics and data visualizations, and many more. Our main
objective is always the enhancement of community engagement while driving for the integrity
of the esport in particular”, said Bayes Esports’ COO & Managing Director Amir Mirzaee.

Through the partnership with KRAFTON, Bayes Esports will further expand its portfolio of
supported game titles coverage. Thanks to exclusive partnerships with Riot Games for LoL,
ESL Gaming, Dreamhack, BTS, and OGA, the Berlin based tech company is offering the
most relevant range of official data coverage in the industry. “However, we’re still in the early
days of enabling the esports industry”, emphasized Mirzaee. “We couldn’t be happier to
welcome KRAFTON in helping them support the global esports and gaming community with
an official game data offering. We view their involvement as critical in order to take esports
as a sport to the next level of global engagement”.

KRAFTON too expressed its excitement in working with the industry leader to provide its
fans more ways to engage in the PUBG Esports scene. “KRAFTON always seeks to provide
a wider variety of entertainment to its PUBG Esports fans and audience. By working with
Bayes, KRAFTON is thrilled to be providing numerous meaningful and insightful data to our
fans, allowing them to dive deeper into the world of PUBG Esports” said Yi Min-ho, Head of
KRAFTON’s PUBG Esports.

Bayes Esports is the world’s leading esports data supplier. We have built an unmatched, diverse
ecosystem of 350+ data consumers, covering all relevant use cases from media, to service providers,
analytic companies to betting operators and community partners.



With BEDEX, our global, best-in-class data platform, we provide the fastest, most reliable and
accurate esports data on the market, powering top tier clients from Google to Bet365 with more than
10.000 live matches per year.

As the only player in the industry, we base our data services for League of Legends on an exclusive
partnership with Riot Games. Additionally, thanks to further exclusive partnerships with ESL Gaming,
Dreamhack, BTS, and OGA, we offer the most relevant range of official data coverage in the industry.

We believe in an open ecosystem and in healthy competition, that drives innovation in the market. Our
mission is to drive prosperity and sustainability for everyone in the esports industry.
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